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SENATE AMENDMENT NO. ___

Offered by                                of                                              

Amend SCS for HCS for House  Bill No.  11  , Page 30 , Section 11.455 , Line 17   ,

2 by striking the number: “$115,049,883" and inserting in lieu

3 thereof the following number: “$187,129,577"; and further amend

4 line 18 by striking the number: “293,931,640" and inserting in

5 lieu thereof the following number: “435,062,978"; and 

6 Further amend said bill and page, section 11.460, line 9 by

7 striking the number: “$1,742,011" and inserting in lieu thereof

8 the following number: “$6,413,001"; and further amend line 10 by

9 striking the number: “4,349,996" and inserting in lieu thereof the

10 following number: “13,442,318"; and

11 Further amend said bill, page 32, section 11.480, line 20 by

12 striking the number: “$87,641,325" and inserting in lieu thereof

13 the following number: “$105,802,163"; and further amend line 21 by

14 striking the number: “161,734,918" and inserting in lieu thereof

15 the following number: “199,980,435"; and 

16 Further amend said bill and section, page 33, line 31 by

17 striking the number: “13,297,060" and inserting in lieu thereof

18 the following number: “17,334,856"; and further amend line 32 by

19 striking the number: “27,275,546" and inserting in lieu thereof

20 the following number: “35,357,630"; and

21 Further amend said bill, page 34, section 11.505, line 14 by

22 striking the number: “$453,560,957" and inserting in lieu thereof



1 the following number: “$355,401,643"; and further amend line 15 by

2 striking the number: “1,464,071,911" and inserting in lieu thereof

3 the following number: “1,122,183,261"; and further amend line 17

4 by striking the number: “192,526,292" and inserting in lieu

5 thereof the following number: “58,465,179"; and

6 Further amend said bill, page 35, section 11.506 by striking

7 all of said section from the bill; and

8 Further amend said bill and page, section 11.510, line 11 by

9 striking the number: “$41,586,560" and inserting in lieu thereof

10 the following number: “$68,096,556"; and further amend line 12 by

11 striking the number: “341,384,274" and inserting in lieu thereof

12 the following number: “602,035,775"; and further amend line 13 by

13 striking the number: “87,906,216" and inserting in lieu thereof

14 the following number: “138,061,113"; and

15 Further amend section and bill totals accordingly.
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